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BCDS announces ISO Group as a team member for the SeaportE contract  

July 2012 -- BCDS Inc. is proud to announce the latest Seaport team member - ISO Group. BCDS and ISO 
Group have an extensive history of effectively providing parts, services, and staffing to diverse clientele 
worldwide. With the addition of ISO Group to the BCDS Seaport team we possess a broader range of 
logistics services and parts supply capabilities to enhance to our rising staff support solutions division.   

ISO Group provides supply chain: historical and current parts data, trend analysis, procurement services, 
freight and obsolescence management support. Their logistics staff with internal systems monitor and 
manage over 10,000 active qualified suppliers allowing them to identify and maintain multiple sources 
of supply to ensure competitive pricing and appropriate inventory. To support current operations 
inbound orders are received on a daily basis while outbound parts may be staged for normal or 
expedited late afternoon shipping. Items are digitally captured and inspected both on receipt and before 
outbound shipping. ISO Group’s industry leading quality assurance system processes millions of items 
annually, tracks defects, scores and ranks vendors, and has a customer return rate of less than .7% of all 
orders.    

Team BCDS is now more qualified than ever to meet the demanding requirements of the Navy Systems 
Commands (NAVSEA, NAVAIR, SPAWAR, NAVFAC, and NAVSUP), the Office of Naval Research, the 
United States Marine Corps, and the Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA). 

 

About ISO Group (www.iso-group.com) 

ISO Group, headquartered in Florida, provides world-class sustainment support and services to the global Defense 
and Aerospace industries.  Governments, Militaries, OEM's, Prime Contractors and all Maintenance Levels utilize 
ISO Group's procurement and logistics services for virtually any military and aerospace item. ISO Group's 
integrated system simplifies the supply chain by improving lead time, lowering costs and providing industry leading 
quality control to customers in over 80 countries.  

 

About BCDS (www.4x4bcds.com) 

BCDS Inc., headquartered in Virginia, specializes in instructor led training and staffing support solutions for 
government and commercial clients. USG agencies actively rely on BCDS to augment military staffs as well as 
develop, modify, and implement complete training Programs of Instruction (POI’s) and training courses to include 
firearms tactics, maneuver techniques, Operator New Equipment Training (OPNET) and Field Level Maintenance 
(FLMNET) on new equipment, tactics, and tactical vehicle platforms. 
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